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probably for centuries, the leader of the Jesuit Order has o ten been

referred to by the nick-mame of the "black Pope" because of the fact

that he is actually the most powerful figure in the church. But he is

the most powerful man in the church because under the Jesuitsystem he

is absolutely devoted to the purposes of the Jesuit Order which are the

glorification of the position of the white pope. No glorification to

himself - the white popes names are preserved, they are mentoned all

over the world - anything they do, and their pictures are put out and

they are verymuch in the limelight but the black popes stay put of sight.

He doesn't get much personal glory - all he has is the power. (Student

question - It is the cleverest organization that has eve been in

vented for its purpose. It is supremely adapted for its purpose and in

my opinion were it not for the foundation of the Jesuit Order, Roman

theology would have completely disappeared two centuries ago. Yes?

(Student question- the rank and file probably never hears of it.

But probably everybody of any position in the Mukkchurch is fully

aware of it - either because it's bdst to be in line with i1 or simply

detesting it. It is very well known (Another student question

the Jesuits from their foundation were devoted to the Papac3? and the Jesuit

has twelve years of college and university work before he

(k.75) The Dominicans were the order of pi'eachers

and the Dominicans paid considerable attention to
education1

They have

some very fine scholars but their standards for the rank anj file is no

(5.)and the Franciscans, a cording to

th&4r theory origIaally, were devoted to poverty and going bout and helping

people - education was no part of their original idea. Nowtoday there are

some Franciscans who are highly educated but my guess wouldbe that there
ucat ion

are many with very little education. And that the average/ f the Franciscans

does not compare with the Jesuits or the Dominicans. In Pa est.ne today
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